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esearch Problem Section ha> been 
established. Fkblems in this section are intended to be research level problems 
rather than standard exercises. People wkhing to submit such problems should 
seen them (in duplicate) to: 
Professor Brian Als 
DeDartment of Matheinatics, 
Simon Fraser Univ~.Gty, 
Burnaby, B.C. WA 1%. 
Canada. 
The following should be included: (1) The name of the person(s) who originally 
posed the problem; (2) the name and address of a persol] willing to act as a 
correspondent: and (3) references and other pertinent informiation. 
The Editorial Board of Discrete Mathematics invites readers to provide infor- 
mation about solutions, partial results and other pertinent items related to 
problems posed earlier, if possible indicating the source of the information, for 
example papers appearing in different journals, preprints, etc. This information 
,411 be passed along to readcn:, from time to time in c x to keep them appraised 
of the current status of various problems. 
People wishing to provide information about ;,roblems that appeared earlier 
should write lo Professor Alspach. People wishing to correspond on technic21 
rnatters concerning a problem should write to the correspondent. 
Posed by Christitaa M. Zsmfirescu 
Correspondent: Christina M. Zamfirest u, 
t of Mathematical Sciences, 
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walks of length n from uI to IRK, from u2 to u3 and from u2 to u4, there must be a 
directed walk of length n from u, tc U+ 
Eeuchenne [3] proved that a general digraph is a line digraph of some general 
digraph if ant! on!y if it has no multiple arcs and it satisfies the n-th Heuchenne 
condition for n = 1. The analogtius resu!t does not hold for n 2 2. That is, it is 
easy to find examples without mul%iple arcs for which the rt -th Heuchenne 
condition is not sufficient to guarantee that the digraph is an Pt-th order iterated 
line digraph. 13eineke and Zamfirescu [l] have characterized the digraphs that alte 
second order iterated line digraphr. Perform quch a characterization for n 5 3. 
erences 
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Discrete Math., to appear. 
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2. Posed by S.A. Burr and R.L. Graham 
Correspondent: S. A. Burr, 
Computer Science Department, 
CUNY, City College, 
New York, NY 10031, 
U.S.A. 
Let f be a strictly convex function of a real variable, let r, M, N be positive 
integers and let (II and yi, i = 1, . . . , r, be real numbers. Consider the following 
nonline,ar integer programming problem: 
Find integers MZi and /Ii, i = 1, . . . , r, which minimize 
subject to the constraints 
r r 
c fYTi = M c ni = N, mi>Jo and nia0. 
i -G 1 i =1 
Define a simple trans~c~~~~~ion of a feasible set of IBi’s and 13,‘s as the 
replacement of tili by rn: and ni by II; for some i and i where 111, + rzi = rn! J- nl. 
Call a feasible set locally optimal if the objective function cannot be made smaller 
by any simple transformation. To avoid dzgcneracies, suppose that cy is irrational. 
Then in [I] it was shown that if y1 = 0, i = 1, . . . , r, any locally optimal feasible set 
is also globally optimal. Does the same result hold for arbitrary yi? 
I1 3 S.A. &UT and R.L. Graham, On a class of equivalent linear and nonlinear integer programming 
Cnyi and V.T. S6s, eds., Combinatorial eory and its Applications, 
lyai, Vol. 4 (Nor+- 1970) 199-211. 
